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Special Contribution

Consensus Statement on Antiretroviral Treatment for

AIDS in Poor Countries

The worldwide AIDS pandemic continues to gather force. An
estimated 36 million people are infected with HIV and face
disease and early death unless they receive appropriate life-
extending medical care. In addition to tremendous human
suffering, the pandemic has become a major cause of social,
political, and economic instability. In wealthy countries, there
has been dramatic success in the fight against HIV/AIDS, suc-
cess that has been largely achieved through the use of
antiretroviral therapy. Those with access to this treatment
have enjoyed tremendous gains in survival and quality of life.
Yet despite this success, antiretroviral therapy remains large-
ly inaccessible in the world's poorest countries, where inter-
ventions have focused almost exclusively on prevention. With
soaring death rates from HIV/AIDS in low-income countries,
both the prevention of transmission of the virus and the
treatment of those already infected must be global public
health priorities.

Past objections to AIDS treatment in poor countries fall
into several categories. First, poor countries lack the ade-
quate medical infrastructure to provide AIDS treatment safe-
ly and effectively. Second, difficulties with adherence to com-
plicated medication regimens would promote and spread
drug resistance. Third, antiretroviral drugs are expensive, and
the treatment cost is too high for the United States and other
wealthy countries to finance without siphoning resources
away from HIV prevention programs and other worthy devel-
opment goals. Finally, commitment from political leaders in
Africa and other poor regions is not sufficient to underpin a
major international effort towards providing AIDS treatment. 

By Individual Members of the Faculty of Harvard University 1

(Signatories at end)

The signers of this Consensus Statement believe that the
objections to HIV treatment in low-income countries are not
persuasive and that there are compelling arguments in favor
of a widespread treatment effort.2 Falling prices of antiretro-
viral drugs have dramatically altered the economics of HIV
treatment, and obstacles to treatment such as poor infra-
structure can be overcome through well-designed and well-
financed international efforts. Appropriate treatment can
not only prevent infected individuals from succumbing to life-
threatening illness from AIDS but may play a major role in
prevention both by reducing the viral load of those under
treatment and by encouraging greater participation in pre-
vention programs. A considerable body of evidence suggests
that effective AIDS treatment is now possible in low-income
countries. Through large-scale, scientifically monitored pro-
grams, the development and sustainability of highly effective
AIDS treatment strategies remains promising in settings of
poverty and high AIDS prevalence.

The signers believe that on moral, health, social, and eco-
nomic grounds the international community should provide
the scientific and financial leadership for a rapid scaling-up of
AIDS treatment in the poorest and hardest-hit countries of
the world. Initial efforts should be focused on those with
more advanced HIV infection, with a target of at least 1 mil-
lion AIDS patients in Africa in treatment within 3 years as a
first objective, and indeed more if feasible, and with a pro-
portionate scaling up in hard-hit countries in other parts of

the world.3

Introduction

Twenty years after HIV/AIDS was first diagnosed, it has become the

modern world's greatest pandemic. AIDS has taken 22 million lives

and created more than 13 million orphans.4,5 It is the only disease

with its own United Nations office, UNAIDS, and yet this and other

global efforts have been ineffective in preventing the further spread

of the disease. Closely related subtypes (or clades) of HIV are

responsible for multiple concurrent epidemics that are beginning

to appear beyond their initial geographic borders. An estimated

16,000 new infections occur every day worldwide, and based on

current trends, AIDS deaths will exceed those associated with the

Black Plague of the 14th century by the year 2004. In the end, no

country will escape the disaster. The disease not only has weak-

ened the social, political, and economic fabric on local, regional,

and national levels but also promises to fundamentally destabilize

this fabric worldwide.

Until a few years ago, HIV infection led almost inevitably to an

early death from AIDS. However, in the mid-1990s, the HIV/AIDS

community saw a scientific breakthrough through the development

of highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART), a treatment "cock-

tail" of antiretroviral drugs. Since the advent of HAART, the disease

has been transformed into a treatable and chronic condition for a

significant proportion of those with access to this treatment. Yet

95% of the 36 million HIV-infected individuals in the world live in

low-income countries, and only a tiny fraction of these people have

access to HAART. A few middle-income countries, such as Brazil

and Thailand, have achieved some level of coverage through bold

and effective national policies.4 In the much poorer countries of

sub-Saharan Africa and other affected parts of the world, HAART

remains almost completely unavailable. It is estimated that only

around 10,000 of Africa’s 25 million HIV-positive individuals receive

HAART. In Malawi, for example, just 30 persons out of 800,000 HIV-

positive individuals currently receive HAART.6

As individuals committed to equitable access to health care for

all peoples and to human rights, we have joined together to

address the growing global need for AIDS treatment. This

Consensus Statement, which draws upon widespread discussions

within our academic community, addresses the reasons why

antiretroviral therapy in poor countries is likely to prove feasible
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and effective, and how the barriers to providing life-prolonging

AIDS treatment can be overcome.

Why AIDS Treatment Is a Global Priority

Over the past 2 decades, the international response to HIV/AIDS in

poor countries has emphasized HIV prevention, primarily due to

the high cost of treatment and the limited resources available to

developing countries. Despite this emphasis, the available scientif-

ic tools for prevention, in the absence of effective vaccines, remain

inadequate to stop the spread of the disease. The very mention of

AIDS treatment has often been avoided by donor agencies in

wealthy countries, for fear that raised expectations would increase

the financial and operational demands upon them, and detract

from prevention efforts. The disparity in access to effective treat-

ment between wealthy countries and developing countries is nei-

ther scientifically nor ethically justified at this time.

We believe that the extension of proven effective medical care

to the millions of people suffering from HIV infection in the poor-

est countries of the world is an urgent priority, and that programs

to prevent HIV transmission and to deliver effective medical treat-

ment to those stricken by AIDS can and must go hand in hand.

There are at least 4 compelling reasons for combining AIDS pre-

vention and treatment:

1. Treatment is essential to the 36 million people already infected with HIV,

the vast majority of whom will die of AIDS without it. This is the imme-

diate humanitarian rationale for treatment. The pandemic has

already claimed 22 million lives, including 17 million in Africa.4

2. Treatment is necessary to optimize prevention efforts. When treatment

is not available, less incentive exists for an individual to take an

HIV test, since HIV-positive status not only is associated with

social stigmatization but also is tantamount to a death sen-

tence. It is only when HIV testing is coupled with treatment that

people have an incentive to be tested, thus enabling a rational

response to AIDS: primary prevention for those who are HIV-

uninfected, and antiretroviral treatment for those who are HIV-

infected. Effective antiretroviral treatment of HIV-positive peo-

ple also lowers the viral load within infected individuals, which

in turn has a major effect in reducing the likelihood that they

will transmit HIV infection to others.7-9 Ultimately, then, appro-

priate treatment of infected individuals may become a major

tool in AIDS prevention.

3. Treatment is necessary to save the children—and fabric—of societies.

Without treatment, the number of adult deaths expected from

AIDS is so great that the currently catastrophic figure of 13.2

million AIDS orphans will grow into an even more socially dev-

astating wave in coming years (by some estimates, 44 million

orphans of all kinds by 2010).4,10 Without family support, these

children often cannot attend school, suffer from poverty and

malnutrition, and become victims of violent and sexual

crimes—all of which places them at high risk for acquiring AIDS

and which threatens to mire them in increasingly desperate

conditions.4 If the current lack of treatment continues, a demo-

graphic shift is predicted in the most severely afflicted parts of

Africa such that teenagers will outnumber their elders by 5 in

2020.11 This demographic shift may contribute directly to

increased political instability and violence.

4. Treatment is necessary for continuing economic development. Without

treatment, millions of adults in the prime of their working lives

will die of AIDS and take with them the skills and knowledge

base that are necessary for human and economic develop-

ment.12 For example, in Zambia teachers are dying of AIDS

almost as quickly as they are trained.13 The loss of skilled work-

ers is a major reason why AIDS will seriously reduce the rates of

future economic growth.14 The goal of simply preventing new

HIV infections, without simultaneously offering treatment to

prolong the lives of those already infected, has proved insuffi-

cient to appreciably mitigate these trends.

Despite these arguments and despite the proven efficacy of

presently available therapies, antiretroviral drug treatment remains

inaccessible to most of the world's infected population.

HIV Treatment in High-Income Countries

Partially effective treatment for HIV-infected individuals was first

introduced in 1986. Zidovudine (AZT), the first antiretroviral drug

used for treating HIV infection, was shown to reduce both deaths

and the disease's accompanying opportunistic infections in indi-

viduals with advanced HIV infection.15 For the next several years,

incremental advances were made with the discovery of other

antiretroviral drugs, including didanosine (ddI), lamivudine (3TC),

and stavudine (d4T) among others. However, the benefits of single

drug treatments were relatively short-lived; treatment failures often

occurred within months to a few years and usually were associated

with the emergence of viruses resistant to the very drugs used to

fight them.

A conceptual breakthrough occurred when it was shown that

combining 2 or 3 antiretroviral drugs in "cocktail" regimens could

delay the emergence of drug resistance and lead to a more pro-

found and prolonged benefit than could individual drugs.16-18 New

classes of drugs, the protease inhibitors and nonnucleoside reverse

transcriptase inhibitors, allowed for more potent 3-drug antiretro-

viral regimens. These regimens, known as HAART, have resulted in

the reduction of HIV levels in the blood, often to undetectable lev-

els, and have markedly improved immune function in HIV-infected

individuals.19

The advent and widespread application of HAART has dramati-

cally changed the typical course of HIV infection and AIDS. Once

almost uniformly deadly, HAART has transformed HIV infection into

a chronic condition that frequently remains without symptoms for

many years, with resultant gains in life expectancy. Moreover, with

the ability of HAART to dramatically decrease viral replication, the

chance of transmitting the virus has diminished correspondingly;

indeed, antiretroviral drugs administered during labor and delivery

have dramatically reduced (by well over 50%) mother-to-newborn

transmission of HIV, saving thousands of infants from the compli-

cations and early death associated with AIDS.20 Coincident with the

introduction of these therapies, AIDS death rates during the past 6

years have plummeted in the United States and other wealthy

countries (Figure 1).

Current US government recommendations suggest treatment of

all individuals with moderately advanced to advanced HIV infection

using HAART regimens of 3 or more antiretroviral drugs.21

Recommendations in other high-income countries are similar.22,23

Although these drug regimens all have associated side effects,

inconvenience, and high cost, improvements have already been

made to develop less toxic, more convenient fixed-dose combina-
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tion tablets and cheaper treatment regimens. As a result, it is rea-

sonable in 2001 to expect people diagnosed relatively early in the

course of HIV infection to live long and productive lives. Finally,

recent cost-effectiveness studies indicate that HAART represents a

highly cost-effective medical intervention, comparable in quality-

adjusted years of life to treatment of hypertension.24

HIV Treatment in Low-Income Countries

The picture of success and continued improvement in the preven-

tion and treatment of AIDS in high-income countries is in stark con-

trast to what has been seen in low-income countries. In the low-

income countries, the overwhelming proportion of HIV-infected

persons have no access to HAART. In sub-Saharan Africa, for exam-

ple, this lack of treatment access has translated into rapidly esca-

lating death rates. A few middle-income developing countries,

notably Brazil and Thailand, and more recently Costa Rica, have

introduced HAART successfully within nationally funded programs;

however, these countries have approximately 10 times the per capi-

ta income of the poorest countries and roughly 1 order of magni-

tude lower HIV prevalence. The lack of feasibility studies in poorer

countries has impeded the widespread dissemination of HAART to

many of the places where it is needed most.

Nevertheless, HAART has been delivered successfully in poor

settings. One example is the Harvard-affiliated Clinique Bon

Sauveur in Haiti, established by Partners in Health in the middle of

a squatter settlement of persons displaced by a hydroelectric dam.

Starting in 1998, HAART was made available to a small number of

late-stage AIDS patients, whose disease no longer responded to the

treatment of opportunistic infections. In the Harvard-Haiti proto-

col, HAART is prescribed to patients based on easily observed clin-

ical signs and symptoms, rather than advanced laboratory tests,

such as CD4+ cell counts and viral load, which are not currently

available in this poor and rural setting. The guidelines for initiation

of HAART in this program include the following:

• Absence of active tuberculosis

• Recurrent opportunistic infections that are difficult to manage

with either antibacterial or antifungal drugs

• Chronic diarrhea with wasting

• Unexplained and significant weight loss

• Severe neurologic complications attributable to HIV

• Severe lowering of red and/or white blood cell counts

One of the key arguments against AIDS treatment in low-income

countries is the belief that patients will fail to take antiretroviral

drugs consistently and therefore, not only will become resistant to

these drugs but also transmit resistant virus. To ensure that

patients take antiretroviral drugs regularly, the Harvard-Haiti proto-

col dispenses drugs using the principles of directly observed thera-

py (DOT), which have been demonstrated to be effective in treating

tuberculosis and reducing the emergence of drug-resistant strains.

Each HIV-infected patient is assigned an accompagnateur, (a “com-

panion,” most often a community health worker) who observes

ingestion of the HAART medications daily and offers support to the

patient and family. Directly observed therapy of HAART (or DOT-

HAART) ensures that the HIV-infected patient is taking medications

regularly, and this promotes the best clinical outcome for the

patient and minimizes the opportunities for drug resistance to

develop.25 Dozens of patients have been enrolled in the Harvard-

Haiti project, and all have had a positive clinical response, charac-

terized by weight gain and the abatement of AIDS-related symp-

toms, and the medications have been well tolerated.26

The DOT model for delivery of HAART is particularly compelling

for several reasons. First, a widespread, successful global infras-

tructure has already been established for DOT-based tuberculosis

treatment programs,27,28 through which HAART might be effectively

delivered. Second, substantial overlap exists between those infect-

ed with tuberculosis and AIDS, since tuberculosis is the major

opportunistic infection of HIV disease in poor country settings.

Third, DOT is cost-effective (ie, an efficient use of limited resources)

in poor, low-wage settings, as it is labor- rather than resource-

intensive and requires only community workers with little training.

Fourth, the tight control of drug dispensing in DOT blocks the

development of a black market in antiretroviral drugs. This matter,
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Figure 1. Trends in age-adjusted AIDS death rates, 1985 to 1999. Shown are
annual AIDS deaths for sub-Saharan Africa (solid line) and the United States
(dashed line). In the United States, highly active antiretroviral therapy
(HAART) was introduced in 1995, accounting for the visible decline in
deaths. Sub-Saharan Africa, with apparently more virulent subtypes of HIV
and ineffective health systems, has experienced a constant increase with-
out the diminution in deaths that HAART might allow. Adapted from
UNAIDS.



in particular, is of considerable importance to those seeking effica-

cious AIDS treatment as well as to pharmaceutical companies,

which need protection from a black market when providing drugs at

deeply discounted prices. 

HAART delivery in poor settings has not been limited to Haiti.

Both Senegal and Côte d'Ivoire have seen successful distribution of

HAART.29-31 In Senegal, 86 patients have been treated in a pilot pro-

gram for over 2 years. These studies show that persons in poor

countries are able to adhere to medications and that AIDS treat-

ment can be successfully delivered. Based on clinical trial data from

developed countries, there is ample reason to expect that AIDS

treatment in these settings will result in similarly significant gains

in extending life and health.

Proposal for Treatment of HIV Infection in Poor
Countries

We hypothesize that the widespread treatment of AIDS with HAART

in the world's poorest countries is both feasible and effective, and

urge that this hypothesis be tested immediately. We propose that

broad availability of HAART be phased in over the next 3 to 5 years

through simultaneous, large-scale pilot programs designed to

determine the best treatment strategies for use in poor countries.

These pilot programs would provide treatment immediately, while

concurrently maximizing adherence, limiting the development of

drug resistance, utilizing existing infrastructure, building new

infrastructure, and monitoring drug flow to ensure compliance of

drug distributors with international agreements on discounted pric-

ing and carefully controlled distribution. A proportion of the per-

sons receiving treatment in these programs would also enroll in

intensive clinical trials, which would collect state-of-the-art virolog-

ic, immunologic, and clinical information; this information, such as

CD4+ cell counts and viral loads, would optimize treatment proto-

cols and determine treatment efficacy through scientific methodol-

ogy. We also emphasize the importance of full local involvement of

HIV-infected communities in the design and implementation of

treatment and trials. Large-scale pilot programs, coupled with sci-

entifically rigorous clinical studies, would not only make treatment

available immediately, but would gather the critical data necessary

to improve future treatment. It is only through these efforts that we

can address the most critical questions regarding widespread AIDS

treatment in resource-poor settings.

1. Who Should Be Treated?

Recent guidelines in developed countries, based in part on cumu-

lative toxicities of the antiretroviral drug regimens, recommend

deferral of HAART until the later stages of HIV infection and that

treatment be guided by laboratory tests such as CD4+ cell count

and viral load. Current US guidelines, for example, recommend ini-

tiating HAART at CD4+ counts less than 350 cells/µL or viral loads

greater than 30,000 copies/mL of plasma.32 While the optimal tim-

ing of therapy in resource poor nations has not been studied, start-

ing treatment in the later stages of disease makes practical sense.

It is those late in the course of the disease whose survival time is

most enhanced by HAART and who are most easily identified as

candidates for treatment on the basis of clinical signs and symp-

toms, even without facilities to perform CD4+ count or viral load

testing.

However, as with other aspects of scaling up HAART, who should

be treated, and when, are questions for clinical, epidemiological,

and operational research to answer. That is, all large-scale efforts to

provide AIDS treatment should be carefully monitored and

designed to reap the maximum benefits, and the maximum amount

of information regarding the efficacy of the proposed protocols.

This said, we recommend treatment for HIV-infected individuals as

follows:

a. Multiple pilot programs, including a subset of the population

in clinical trials, should be initiated in parallel in different

locales, since the logistics of drug delivery and response to ther-

apy may vary from place to place. All programs, and especially

the clinical trials, should be supported by the public scientific

institutions of wealthy countries (eg, the National Institutes of

Health [NIH], Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

[CDC], and their counterparts in other countries), UNAIDS, and

academic research centers.

b. Among the planned programs, consideration should be given

to rapidly starting several large-scale countrywide trials, to be

conducted initially over a period of about 3 years. Trials of this

breadth are essential for assessing the feasibility of country-

scale AIDS treatment, with a view to overcoming a range of pos-

sible barriers. The countries in which these trials are conducted

should be selected based on strong governmental support and

some existing infrastructure to back the effort. With adequate

infrastructure development and support as part of the programs

(discussed below), such trials could enroll several tens of thou-

sands of patients within a country, or what might be a sizeable

fraction of the AIDS patients in a small country.

c. In areas with access to CD4+ counts and/or viral load testing,

selection of persons to treat should be based on these labora-

tory measurements and should initially use the treatment

guidelines accepted in wealthy countries. The outcome of treat-

ment based on these selection criteria and guidelines should be

rigorously assessed as experience accumulates to bring

improvements to future treatment decisions.

d. In areas without access to CD4+ counts or viral load testing,

selection of persons to treat should be based on HIV-seroposi-

tivity and AIDS-defining clinical signs and symptoms. To ensure

that symptom-based treatment does not compromise timely

treatment, studies should be done to correlate the clinical cri-

teria with laboratory-based CD4+ count and viral load measure-

ments, which could be furnished by a network of international

reference laboratories (discussed below).

e. Consideration should be given to designing pilot programs

and clinical trials to treat both adults and children.

f. Consideration should be given to designing pilot programs to

contribute directly to preventing the spread of infection. For

purposes of prevention, particular groups that should be target-

ed include HIV-infected pregnant women, and groups involved

in high-risk behavior for transmission. Such programs would

promote and assess the potential role of HAART in reducing the

transmission of HIV on a population scale.

g. Since tuberculosis is the major cause of death in persons with

AIDS, treatment for tuberculosis should be available to protect

17
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both HIV-infected individuals and to prevent their transmitting

tuberculosis to their family members and close contacts.

2. What Treatments Should Be Used, and How Should They 
Be Delivered?

With many antiretroviral drugs on the market, a large range of

HAART regimens is available in wealthy countries. The ideal regi-

men should be potent and well tolerated; should have low drug tox-

icity; should be simple for the patient to take; and should not be

prone to development of drug resistance. There are as yet no

proven data that one particular regimen is best for initiating thera-

py, and therefore, several treatment regimens should be available

for use in poor countries. In addition, almost all treatment data

have focused on HIV subtypes prevalent in the United States and

Europe. No data exist to indicate which antiretroviral regimens are

optimal for treatment of the most globally prevalent HIV subtypes,

such as HIV-1C.

Ultimately, operational rather than biomedical considerations

may make one regimen preferable to another. Complicated treat-

ment regimens often require multiple drugs to be taken at different

times throughout the day. The recent development of new, fixed-

dose combinations, which combine several antiretroviral drugs in a

single tablet, can help make HAART easier for the patient to take

and thus can help forestall the development of resistance. Brand

name products such as Trizivir (GlaxoSmithKline) already combine

3 drugs (zidovudine, lamivudine, and abacavir) into a single tablet

taken twice daily, and forthcoming products from a generic manu-

facturer (Cipla) will combine other drug combinations (zidovudine,

lamivudine, and nevirapine; and stavudine, lamivudine, and nevi-

rapine) into a single tablet with similarly simple dosing.33 In addi-

tion, several currently available drugs (eg, didanosine, efavirenz)

and others in development (eg, tenofovir, emtricitabine, and BMS

232,632) can be administered once daily, and this holds out the

prospect of once-daily HAART regimens. A DOT-HAART regimen

taken once daily would make possible a high level of patient adher-

ence to drug treatment as has previously been seen in well-run,

DOT-based tuberculosis treatment programs in poor countries.30,31

This approach could also be augmented through small cash incen-

tives or through recruitment of health workers from the communi-

ty, both of which have been shown to improve adherence.34

In summary, simplified dosing regimens of antiretroviral drugs,

combined with direct observation and/or other strategies to

improve patient adherence to medication are likely to be effective

in poor countries. We accordingly recommend the following:

a. HAART regimens should be chosen based on established effi-

cacy, safety, ease of administration, and tolerability.

b. DOT programs should be formally evaluated and compared to 

other treatment delivery and patient monitoring programs.

c. Treatment proven to be suboptimal in wealthy nations, such

as the use of only 1 or 2 nucleoside reverse transcriptase

inhibitors, should not be used.

d. DOTS treatment for tuberculosis should be integrated into

the treatment protocol for those persons infected with both HIV

and tuberculosis.

e. An expanded effort to track the development of antiviral drug

resistance has to be part of clinical trials.

3. Where Should Treatment Be Administered?

International support for treatment should be made available in

any resource-poor country where there is political support locally

and at the highest levels for providing access to AIDS treatment on

a scientifically monitored basis. The international community

should be prepared to reciprocate this interest with technical and

financial assistance to build the needed infrastructure for treatment

and monitoring. The existing local infrastructure and resources

would determine the type of treatment and methods of monitoring

that are initially used: eg, treatment based on CD4+ cell counts

and/or HIV viral load monitoring, or treatment based on symp-

tomatic illness, such as in the Harvard-Haiti protocol. In those

areas where existing treatment infrastructure is lacking, this should

not be cited as an impasse by which to forego treatment. Efforts

should be initiated to build the clinical and diagnostic capacity to

furnish and monitor therapy, making use in the interim of geo-

graphically distant infrastructures (including those in wealthy coun-

tries) to monitor the efficacy of interventions and the potential

adverse effects of the antiretroviral drugs. Research efforts also

should be directed toward understanding how different levels of

locally available laboratory infrastructure affect therapeutic out-

comes, and whether alternative, lower-cost technologies for CD4+

cell count and viral load testing are useful and reliable in poor

countries.35 We accordingly recommend the following:

a. International support for treatment should be made available

in all low-income or high-prevalence nations where there is

political support locally and at the highest levels for providing

access to AIDS treatment on a scientifically monitored basis.

b. Where the political will exists for treatment, the internation-

al community should assist in providing necessary infrastruc-

ture to support the rapid expansion of pilot programs for treat-

ment, as well as the scientifically rigorous clinical trials that

would accompany those programs.

c. Until such time as all necessary infrastructure is in place, the

local capacity to provide clinical and diagnostic support ser-

vices, as well as treatment of tuberculosis and opportunistic

infections, should determine the type and intensity of the treat-

ment programs instituted.

d. The international community should redouble its aid effort to

build the needed infrastructure, delivery capacity, and monitor-

ing capacity necessary to achieve the best therapeutic outcomes

in poor countries without delay, once the precise infrastructure

requirements are known.

e. Efforts should be initiated immediately to expand education

and training of health care providers and scientists from poor

countries to support these efforts.

4. What Diagnostic and Supportive Testing Should Be 
Performed?

While AIDS treatment in resource-poor countries may necessitate

different clinical guidelines and practices, acceptable practices

must be instituted to ensure the safety and efficacy of treatment.

This includes, for example, establishing standards for monitoring

the clinical signs and symptoms suggestive of drug toxicity (eg,
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jaundice, neuropathy). These will vary according to the drugs uti-

lized and may include hematologic, renal, and hepatic assess-

ments. Because different drugs have different toxicities, the moni-

toring standards and laboratory tests required in an individual sit-

uation should be determined by the HAART regimens utilized in a

particular area.

In addition, where possible, blood should also be monitored for

drug efficacy, as measured by increased CD4+ cell counts and

reduced HIV viral load, and where patients are not responding to

therapy, for drug resistance. The frequency of such monitoring will

vary over time. Initial response to therapy should be monitored by

measuring CD4+ cell counts and viral load at baseline and after

several months of therapy. If viral suppression (ie, treatment suc-

cess) is achieved and maintained, monitoring frequency may be

reduced. The role of viral resistance testing for individuals in whom

regimens are failing is still being evaluated in wealthy countries

and cannot be recommended for routine use in poor countries at

this time. However, blood specimens should be stored, if possible,

for eventual resistance testing, so studies can be conducted evalu-

ating both the utility and cost-effectiveness of resistance testing in

these settings. In summary:

a. Toxicity monitoring should be done by clinical examination

and appropriate laboratory testing of blood specimens.

b. Specific laboratory tests and their frequency should be dictat-

ed by the HAART regimens being utilized.

c. CD4+ cell counts and/or HIV viral load should be monitored

at intervals, wherever possible, to assess the benefits of therapy.

d. Specimens should be stored for eventual studies evaluating

the usefulness of viral drug resistance testing in resource-poor

countries.

e. Clinical correlation between CD4+ cell count and viral load

with AIDS and opportunistic infections specific for each locale

should be determined.

f. Efforts should be initiated immediately to develop less expen-

sive monitoring assays, but this should not delay the imple-

mentation of treatment programs.

5. What Questions Should Be Asked in Order to Define 
the Standard of Care for AIDS Treatment in Resource 
Poor Settings?

The rapid expansion of treatment into resource-poor countries is

necessary not only to provide life-prolonging therapies, but also to 

answer important questions that will improve future care. As in

developed countries, clinical trials should define the “best prac-

tices” for AIDS treatment in poor countries and use them to devel-

op treatment guidelines. The important scientific issues that

should be addressed include the following:

a. Which HAART regimens are the best tolerated and have the

lowest risk of adverse drug reactions requiring advanced medi-

cal care or immediate physician intervention, both of which are

less likely to be available in poor countries?

b. Does the therapeutic outcome of HAART vary depending on

whether a DOT protocol is used; and does it matter whether

treatment is supervised by a lay person living in the patient's

community or a more skilled health worker to whom a patient

must travel? 

c. What level of adherence to HAART can be achieved, and what

social or programmatic factors can help promote the highest

levels of adherence?

d. Does the therapeutic outcome of HAART vary according to

treatment initiation based on clinical signs and symptoms of

AIDS or treatment initiation based on laboratory tests, such as

CD4+ cell counts or HIV viral loads?

e. Which symptomatic signs or inexpensive laboratory diagnos-

tics most reliably predict when HAART should be initiated?

f. Does HAART efficacy and development of resistance vary

according to the subtype of HIV that is being treated?

g. Does treatment for tuberculosis and other opportunistic

infections enhance the effectiveness and sustainability of AIDS

treatment? 

Answers to these questions are vital to the systematic and rational

improvement of AIDS treatment in poor countries. Rather than

reject AIDS treatment because countries are too poor to adequate-

ly provide it, AIDS treatment must be performed differently in

diverse settings due to constraints in infrastructure, skilled medical

workers, and finance.

6. How Should AIDS Drugs Be Procured and Treatment 
Financed?

Financial arrangements for large-scale distribution of AIDS treat-

ment should be based on 3 premises: (1) discounts and market-

place competition for AIDS drugs have reduced their price by 90%

or more during the past year; (2) AIDS treatment will always be

more expensive than poor countries can afford, meaning that inter-

national aid is key to financing the effort; and (3) treatment should

be offered in conjunction with greatly scaled-up programs designed

for prevention, since treatment and prevention must go hand in

hand.

Last year, a number of the world's major pharmaceutical firms

(Boehringer Ingelheim, Bristol-Myers Squibb, GlaxoSmithKline,

Hoffman La Roche, and Merck) reached an agreement with UNAIDS

to furnish antiretroviral drug therapy to poor governments at

reduced cost.36 This “Accelerating Access” initiative has led to agree-

ments on price reductions in 4 countries—Côte d'Ivoire, Rwanda,

Senegal, and Uganda—with nearly 20 other countries in various

stages of negotiations. In general, the Accelerating Access ground

rules are that, in exchange for discounts of up to 90%, recipient

countries pledge to respect patent rights and to institute safe-

guards that prevent the lower-priced drugs from entering illicit,

black market trade.

By early 2001, the Accelerating Access initiative had had little

effect in scaling up AIDS treatment, even in the countries where

price agreements were in force. Not only were the Accelerating

Access prices still significantly above production cost (around

$950-$1850 annually for a HAART regimen, depending on the spe-

cific “cocktail”), but they remained far too high for the impoverished

countries to purchase out of their own resources or to provide the
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medical services needed for their effective delivery. In short without

donor assistance the low-income countries have been unable to

take advantage of these reduced prices.37

Prices have continued to fall rapidly in early 2001. As a result,

several generic drug makers, most notably Cipla of India, have

offered to supply generic products at prices lower than the

Accelerating Access initiative.38 In addition, 2 major pharmaceutical

companies involved in the original initiative, Merck and Bristol-

Myers Squibb, have announced further, deeper price cuts to offer

their drugs at or below production cost.39,40 Similarly Abbott

Laboratories announced its decision to offer 2 antiretroviral drugs

and a clinical test product in Africa at no profit.41 Finally, Merck and

GlaxoSmithKline have recently announced that they will sell dis-

counted drugs not only directly to governments but also to non-

governmental organizations and charities working in poor coun-

tries. These dynamic developments reflect the willingness of all of

these companies to assist in this effort. Based on these and other

recent price quotations, and evidence on production costs, we esti-

mate that a typical HAART regimen may cost as little as $500 a year,

in large volumes.42

While prices in this range are critically important and necessary to

achieve a large expansion of AIDS treatment, they are not sufficient.

Five hundred dollars per patient per year (patient-year) remains far

above what most poor economies can afford without donor assis-

tance. To illustrate, Ghana, Nigeria, and Tanzania have a per capita

gross national product (GNP) under $400; out of these funds, pub-

lic-sector health budgets are $8/patient-year or less—far too little

to deal with basic health needs, much less AIDS treatment.43,44

Furthermore, obligations to pay foreign debt often outstrip the

entire health budget in these countries. With AIDS poised to reduce

the growth of income in these impoverished economies, it is virtu-

ally certain that additional loans taken on to deal with AIDS could

never be repaid. The provision of international aid purely as grants,

not loans, is therefore the only fiscally sound policy for such impov-

erished countries; and substantial grant support will also be need-

ed for a few middle-income countries, such as South Africa and

Botswana, where prevalence of HIV infection is high, so that the fis-

cal burden would once again be too large for the country to manage

out of its own resources.45

Applying these current facts, we can approximate the amount of

international aid that would be needed for a wide-scale AIDS treat-

ment effort, using, for example, a DOT-HAART approach in a

research setting in sub-Saharan Africa (Annex A). Taking into

account the costs of the drugs themselves, plus estimates for DOT

operational costs, research to monitor and improve the effective-

ness of HAART in the field, and associated material costs for clini-

cal supplies such as diagnostic tests, we calculate the cost of DOT-

HAART to be about $1123/patient-year in sub-Saharan Africa.

Assuming that 1 million patients in sub-Saharan Africa will receive

treatment within 3 years, total requirements for international aid

using this approach are projected to be $1.1 billion annually by year

3. In addition to the cost of antiretroviral therapy, UNAIDS has esti-

mated that $3 billion per year is also needed for sub-Saharan Africa

for prevention, community support, and treatment other than

antiretroviral therapy.46

If the AIDS treatment protocols prove successful, as we expect,

up to 3 million people in sub-Saharan African countries could

become HAART recipients within a 5-year time frame. By year 5 of

the scaling-up of this effort, therefore, we anticipate that donor

assistance on the order of $3.3 billion would be needed for

antiretroviral treatment for the region. These are ambitious targets,

but they still would not cover large numbers of people in Africa that

need care. Even more extensive coverage would likely require a sig-

nificant expansion of basic health infrastructure into regions that

now lack access to medical services. We have not calculated those

additional infrastructure costs, but would add that they are invest-

ments that should be supported by the donor community in any

event, not only for treating AIDS patients but for fighting a vast

range of diseases that are currently claiming millions of lives in

sub-Saharan Africa.

Since Africa represents approximately 80% of the worldwide

HIV-infected population that would require international donor

support (low-income and/or high-prevalence countries), total glob-

al costs would be around 25% higher than the African costs. Thus,

in 3 years, total cost projections of a global treatment effort would

be around $1.4 billion and about $4.2 billion by year 5. India would

represent about three fourths of the non-African HIV-positive pop-

ulation requiring international grant support. We note that scaling

up AIDS treatment must be accompanied by scaling up tuberculo-

sis treatment as well, especially since tuberculosis is the leading

opportunistic infection related to AIDS in Africa.

Beyond the 5-year horizon, the cost to the donor community

will be subject to 3 forces. First, significant reductions in treatment

costs are expected; this would be due not only to economies of

scale and learning curves in drug production and delivery of medi-

cal services, but also to the introduction of new and increasingly

effective treatment. Considerable research is also underway to pro-

duce an effective HIV vaccine, which if successfully developed could

reduce the costs of both prevention and treatment in later years.

Second, the incidence of new infections is expected to peak and

then decline. Increased treatment efforts presumably would corre-

spond with scaled-up prevention efforts, which would result in

decreased viral transmission, fewer AIDS cases, and ultimately,

fewer candidates for HAART. Third, however, it is anticipated that

initially the population of eligible patients will rise, especially as

effective treatment protocols extend the lives of those currently suf-

fering from AIDS. We cannot, at this point, make detailed cost esti-

mates beyond a 5-year horizon. We do believe, though, that the first

2 factors (declining treatment costs and a reduction in incidence)

suggest that costs to the donor community will peak at several bil-

lion dollars per year, especially if treatment programs are comple-

mented by intensive prevention programs, as recommended. 

In order to broaden treatment access in a scientifically effective

manner, we propose a coordinated global program. The interna-

tional donor community, with significant US participation, should

provide financial and scientific support, while the recipient coun-

tries should commit to the needed political and scientific partner-

ship. To achieve effective international coordination with appropri-

ate scientific support, we propose a centralized funding and man-

agerial structure at the international level, under World Health

Organization (WHO) and UNAIDS leadership and with strong back-

ing from international scientific institutions including the NIH and

the CDC. Specifically, we recommend the following:

a. A single, global HIV/AIDS Prevention and Treatment Trust Fund

should be established with joint WHO and UNAIDS leadership,

and with strong support from international scientific institu-

tions including the NIH and CDC. This trust fund would receive

contributions from donor governments for AIDS treatment, pre-

vention efforts, other related health care, and operational

research in affected countries.

b. Project expenditures from the Trust Fund would be condi-

tional on satisfying 2 principles:
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i. All project proposals should originate in the recipient

country by the government or a nongovernmental organiza-

tion backed by governmental support. This approach would

ensure that the projects considered for funding are those for

which there is confirmed political support and would avoid

the pitfall where failed projects are blamed on a lack of polit-

ical backing.

ii. All project proposals should undergo independent, expe-

ditious review by a panel of experts external to the donors

themselves and on accepted ethical, scientific, medical, and

public health principles. This process should be modeled on

the "peer review" practices common in scientific funding

agencies, but which are absent in international aid agencies.

Expert review would ensure that only those projects likely to

have a measurable impact on health outcomes would quali-

fy for donor funding. This principle is imperative to reassure

taxpayers in wealthy governments that the international aid

effort is deserving of support.47

7. How Should the Success or Failure of this Effort Be
Evaluated?

The objective of our proposal is to provide HIV therapy for persons

with symptomatic HIV infection in order to prolong life; reduce HIV

transmission; reduce transmission of tuberculosis and other oppor-

tunistic infections; and stabilize decimated social structures in a

context in which the efficacy of interventions can be monitored and

objectively evaluated. A key component of this effort would be the

rapid accumulation and dissemination of information, including

health outcomes of trials, recommended treatment guidelines, and

solutions to operational barriers in resource-poor settings.

Moreover, disseminating this information would require a multilin-

gual Web site to publish reports in a standard format and, in poor

countries, continuing education and training for scientists and

physicians who are routinely isolated from the global scientific

community. We recommend the following:

a. All interventions should be carefully monitored to determine

efficacy of treatment regimens, prevention of transmission, and

emergence of drug resistance.

b. Outcome data must be rapidly and widely shared.

c. Guidelines for standards of care should be developed, dis-

seminated, and revised on a regular basis.

Conclusion: It Is Time for a New Global Initiative
to Provide AIDS Treatment in the Poorest
Countries

As outlined at the beginning of this document, the leading objec-

tions to the widespread use of HAART in poor countries relate to

infrastructure, patient adherence and drug resistance, cost, and

political leadership. We believe this proposal systematically

addresses each objection in a manner that can be assessed in both

large pilot programs and clinical trials. In summary:

1. Infrastructure: Our proposal recommends the use of existing

and developing infrastructures, such as networks that have

been developed for directly observed therapy for the treatment

of tuberculosis, and for mother-to-child HIV transmission. The

proposal also recognizes the immediate need to build addition-

al infrastructure in resource-poor countries through the support

of donor funding.

2. Adherence/drug resistance: The proposal recommends the use of

simplified (once- or twice-daily) HAART regimens in addition to

directly observed therapy and other strategies designed to

achieve high levels of adherence. These strategies have been

associated with a high degree of treatment success and low lev-

els of drug resistance in tuberculosis treatment, and treatment

for both diseases should be integrated.48

3. Cost: At approximately $1100 per patient per year, the total

cost of treatment for 1 to 3 million HIV-infected individuals in

Africa within 3 to 5 years would be easily managed by the

world's wealthiest countries. Even at the 5-year mark, the annu-

al expenditure of about $3.3 billion would represent only about

0.01% of the aggregate GNP of these countries—or about 1¢ of

each $100 of income in these economies. Extending this pro-

gram worldwide would add around 25%, so that the annual

expenditure would total approximately $4.2 billion in the fifth

year. This is a small price to pay for treatment on a meaningful

scale in the midst of the worst worldwide pandemic in 600

years. It will likely save millions of lives, while leaving abundant

capacity to fund AIDS prevention.

4. Leadership: The proposal recommends the establishment of an

HIV/AIDS Prevention and Treatment Trust Fund, and calls on

wealthy countries to provide financial and scientific leadership,

and poor countries to provide necessary political and institu-

tional support at both the national and community levels.

Successful treatment delivery requires the full involvement of

national governments and communities in the ultimate design

and implementation of these interventions. 

We conclude that a rapid scaling-up of scientifically monitored

AIDS treatment in poor countries will prove feasible, affordable,

and highly effective. There should be no further delay in launching

a major international effort to save the lives of millions of HIV-

infected persons. This effort will also help prevent the transmission

of HIV infection to millions of healthy individuals in low-income

and high-prevalence countries through the introduction of AIDS

treatment.

ANNEX A
Estimating the Cost of Expanded AIDS Treatment
in Africa

As the main text of the Consensus Statement makes clear, low-

income countries (ie, those having an annual per capita GNP <$755

annually on World Bank criteria) lack sufficient resources to finance

AIDS treatment by themselves, even with discounts of 90% or more

on drug costs.49 A few somewhat wealthier developing countries (eg,

Botswana and South Africa) could finance limited AIDS treatment,

but even then only a fraction of their needs. With the current sup-

ply of domestic resources, no country in sub-Saharan Africa can

undertake widespread AIDS treatment; these countries are simply
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too poor relative to the prevalence and costs of the disease. This

argument is often lost in popularized comparisons to Brazil, which

has furnished free AIDS treatment to its citizens. Brazil's ability to

provide treatment stems from the following: first, Brazil's average

annual income is $4400 (1999 estimates), and second, only 0.5% of

adults there are HIV-positive. This is in stark contrast to sub-

Saharan Africa, where the average annual income is about $500

(1999 estimates) and the prevalence of adult infection is about 9%,

to say nothing of the most affected countries, where the infection

rate can reach 40%.50,51

The combination of low income and high HIV prevalence indi-

cates that if AIDS treatment is supplied in Africa, international aid

will have to pay for nearly all of it. Additional donor assistance also

will be needed for countries where low income or high prevalence

or both put resource needs for AIDS treatment beyond the financial

capacity of the national government. Donated funds would finance

both material requirements (eg, medications, including antiretrovi-

ral drugs and drugs for opportunistic infections) and operational

requirements (eg, research and clinical operations) for AIDS treat-

ment. We estimate that as of today, Africa would represent approx-

imately 80% of the global needs for donor support and that remain-

ing donor support would assist countries in South and Southeast

Asia (eg, India, where nearly 5 million people are infected with HIV)

and in the Americas (eg, Dominican Republic and Haiti).52

Accordingly, this Annex focuses on the costs of AIDS treatment in

Africa and recognizes that a global program would require approxi-

mately 25% more in overall donor financing than the Africa-specific

program outlined here. We do not make cost estimates for the

expansion of tuberculosis treatment that is needed in any event

and that should accompany an expanded AIDS treatment effort, but

endorse the additional funding of the global Stop TB campaign.

This costing model is based on a series of per-patient unit costs

multiplied by the number of patients treated. We perform the anal-

ysis as static, taking into account only the need for treatment with-

in the next 3 years. However, similar methods could be used to pro-

ject future costs by using epidemiological projections of HIV preva-

lence, incidence, and future AIDS mortality to adjust the number of

HIV-infected individuals needing treatment.

1. HIV Testing Costs

Prior to receiving treatment, each patient must obtain counseling

and test positive for HIV infection. Because the CDC and other

agencies already have expended considerable effort on widespread

HIV testing in Africa, we have estimated additional testing costs

only for those most likely to benefit from immediate therapy.

Determining HIV status is a non-recurring cost on an annual basis.

The cost of an episode of counseling and testing has been estimat-

ed between $3 to $18, with the Harvard-Haiti project reporting a

cost of $7. This is consistent with the assumptions of other pub-

lished studies.53,54 Thus, we assume conservatively that each

episode of counseling and testing costs $10 for those who test neg-

ative, and $20 for those whose test is repeated and who are con-

firmed positive. We estimate an HIV prevalence of 30% among those

tested, when targeted to patients in hospitals and clinics. With an

overall HIV prevalence of 10% in sub-Saharan Africa, it is likely that

targeted testing will yield 30% of patients infected.55 Of this 30%, we

estimate that 1 in 3 will have advanced HIV disease and therefore

require treatment. Thus, to achieve our goal of treatment for 1 mil-

lion HIV-infected patients, approximately 10 million people will

need to be tested. Of these 10 million individuals, 3 million will test

positive for HIV, with 1 million candidates for treatment. The break-

down is as follows:

Initial screening tests

(10 million people) ×× ($10/person) =
$100 million (1-time cost)

Confirmation of HIV-positive status

(3 million people) ×× ($10/person) =

$30 million (1-time cost)

It is important to note that counseling and testing expenses would

be spread over several years. That said, the above testing effort

would cost $130 million total, or $43 million annually if spread over

3 years. In addition to serving as a screening tool to select candi-

dates for treatment, counseling and testing has the added benefit

of informing those who are HIV-negative of their status, which has

been shown to result in people changing their behavior to avoid

future HIV infection.56

2. Drug Costs

For most patients (70%), we assume an annual drug cost of $500 per

patient per year for HAART (see main text). For the remaining 30%

of patients, we assume a more expensive regimen is necessary at

increased costs of $1000 per patient per year. This assumption is

based on data that show that patients who develop virologic resis-

tance to an initial regimen typically require more or different drugs

in a "salvage" regimen as well as other treatment strategies for late-

stage AIDS. This yields a probability-weighted, per patient drug cost

of $650/year across the board.

For symptomatic AIDS treatment, such as demonstrated by the

Harvard group in Haiti (see main text), we assume that only

patients with advanced HIV disease satisfy the criteria to begin

treatment. Furthermore, because the time from AIDS onset to death

is typically under 1 year in Africa,57,58 we estimate that the number of

patients who would begin therapy in Africa is roughly equal to the

number of AIDS deaths reported by UNAIDS in 2000. Therefore,

approximately 2.4 million people in Africa are anticipated to be

candidates for initial treatment.59 We calculate the drug costs for

treating 1 million patients as follows:

DRUG: (1 million people) ×× ($650/patient-year) =

$650 million/year

It is important to note that this approach may underestimate the

number of candidates for treatment, because it is retrospective by

1 year in a growing epidemic and because the number of AIDS

deaths is an imperfect proxy for the number of people living with

advanced AIDS. In addition, 3 factors may further limit the number

of patients who receive initial treatment: (1) not every AIDS patient

will be interested in, willing, or able to be treated; (2) many AIDS

patients are beyond the reach of the governmental or nongovern-

mental health systems, either as they exist now or as they might

exist in the next 3 to 5 years, and; (3) not all countries presently

have the top-level political commitment to commence widespread

AIDS testing and treatment. Despite these limitations, we consider it

ambitious but possible for 1 million people to receive HIV/AIDS treatment with-

in 3 years. This would likely be less than one third of late-stage AIDS

patients in Africa, but over a 100-fold increase in the number of

such patients receiving HAART today.



3. Directly Observed Therapy (DOT) Costs

If the drugs are administered through directly observed therapy,

additional costs will accrue. For DOT in Haiti, an accompagnateur (ie,

a treatment observer) is typically paid $100/month to supervise the

medication of 6 patients. This would be an appropriate wage level

in most of Africa and would keep turnover of treatment observers

low. Assuming capital expenditures are negligible, the average cost

per patient is therefore $200/year. Total annual costs for DOT are as

follows:

DOT: (1 million people) ×× ($200/patient-year) =

$200 million/year

4. Clinical Costs

For those who test HIV-positive and begin HAART, approximately 6

clinic visits annually are likely to be needed to effectively monitor

the therapeutic response to and toxicity from antiretroviral drugs.

Each clinic visit would require consultation with a physician, nurse,

or other health worker, and, if available, a panel of relatively inex-

pensive blood tests. These tests would not include more expensive

CD4+ cell counts and HIV viral load testing, as these would be per-

formed regularly only on those patients in clinical trials, in order to

determine the contribution of such tests to outcomes. Unit costs

for an outpatient consultation are very low in impoverished regions

with poor health infrastructure (sub-Saharan Africa, $3) and slight-

ly higher in middle-income countries with a more established

health infrastructure (Thailand, $14).60 Taking the latter figure, plus

an allowance for the blood tests and opportunistic infection pro-

phylaxis, we estimate that the total cost of each clinic visit would

not exceed $25 per visit, or $150 annually. While the costs of labo-

ratory tests, such as CD4+ cell count and HIV viral load, in the

developing world are not well-defined, costs for a single CD4+ cell

count and HIV viral load test are an estimated $80 per person per

year to define treatment failure. We estimate the clinical costs of

ongoing treatment for 1 million patients as follows:

CLINICAL: (1 million people) ×× ($230/patient-year) =

$230 million/year

5. Clinical Research

In keeping with the view that a scaling-up of AIDS treatment must

be accompanied by clinical research in order to determine optimal

treatment strategies in poor countries, additional costs will be

associated with the enrolling and monitoring of patients in differ-

ent trials. These costs will vary greatly depending on the scientific

question posed by the trial and the laboratory or clinical work nec-

essary for data collection. We conservatively estimate that most tri-

als can be supported for under $500 per patient per year, an amount

sufficient to enroll and follow each patient in the trial and to per-

form periodic CD4+ cell count or HIV viral load testing, at a remote

facility if necessary. In the United States, nearly 1 million people

have been treated for AIDS, with about 100,000 of those (10%)

enrolled in clinical trials through the AIDS Clinical Trials Group, the

Community Programs for Clinical Research on AIDS (CPCRA),

HIVNET, the Veterans Affairs system, and other research groups.

Based on these numbers, we estimate that in the first several years

about 50,000 people in resource-poor countries would participate

in trials. Our calculations are as follows:

RESEARCH: (50,000 people) ×× ($500/patient-year) =

$25 million/year

6. Total

Summing these costs, we estimate the following total:

We conclude that the total cost of treatment, comprising the above

expenditures, would be approximately $1123/patient-year, or slight-

ly over $1.1 billion annually for the 1 million patients that we

believe can be treated in Africa within the next 3 years. This num-

ber would increase in later years, as treatment could be expanded

to a larger number of patients. By year 5 the aim would be to

increase coverage to 3 million individuals or more. This would

require approximately $3.3 billion annually, a sum that is small in

proportion (0.01% of an aggregate GNP of nearly $23 trillion) to the

wealth of the donor countries called on to fund this effort.61

Our estimate of $1123 per patient per year is consistent with

other studies which show non-drug costs of delivering HAART in

the range of several hundred dollars, or roughly on par with the dis-

counted price of antiretroviral drugs themselves. For example,

researchers in Brazil have reported the non-drug HAART costs of

about $350/patient-year for that government's national treatment

program.62 World Bank estimates, at over $800/patient-year, are

somewhat higher.63 Both these estimates include advanced diag-

nostics such as CD4+ count or viral load testing; however, they do

not make provision for directly observed therapy in order to maxi-

mize patient adherence and forestall drug resistance, nor do they

include the cost of clinical research in order to collect data and

therefore optimize AIDS treatment in poor countries.

We believe that an immediate effort to treat 1 million AIDS

patients in poor countries, as described in this document, can take

place with a limited amount of investment in new infrastructure,

the cost of which is implicit in the figures we present. However, as

treatment is expanded to a larger number of patients in increasing-

ly remote areas, infrastructure will become limiting unless there are

additional outlays for training medical personnel and capital

expenditures for physical infrastructure. Such additional outlays

would have multiple benefits beyond HIV/AIDS treatment, as they

would support a more general expansion of health services in sub-

Saharan Africa. We do not estimate those additional outlays here.

Cost-Effectiveness Considerations

The above discussion focuses on the costs of AIDS treatment, with-

out considering the benefits or the “effectiveness” of treatment.

23

TESTING: Annualized cost based on 3-year cycle (see above) 

= $43 million/year

DRUG: (1 million people) ×× ($650/patient-year) =
$650 million/year

DOT: (1 million people) ×× ($200/patient-year) = 
$200 million/year

CLINICAL: (1 million people) ×× ($230/patient-year) = 
$230 million/year

RESEARCH: (50,000 people) ×× ($500/patient-year) = 

$25 million/year

TOTAL = $1.123 billion/year
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Cost-effectiveness analysis considers both factors, specifically the

total cost of an intervention and its corresponding clinical effec-

tiveness in order to understand the value of treatment. These 2 out-

comes are compared as a ratio, or cost per unit of life expectancy.

More advanced cost-effectiveness analyses compare 2 or more

interventions; the ratio is calculated as the incremental change in

total costs, divided by the incremental change in life expectancy,

compared to another intervention. In this scenario, the clinical ben-

efit (or life expectancy) is measured in years of life saved. 

There is no question that HAART therapy is cost-effective in rich

countries, compared not only to other HIV interventions but also to

interventions for a variety of diseases and conditions.24 Because

HAART keeps people alive and generally in good health, each year

of effective treatment for those with advanced HIV disease (those

who would otherwise die) generally leads to an additional year of

life saved. In fact, the cost-effectiveness of AIDS treatment roughly

corresponds to its actual cost. In sub-Saharan Africa, then, where

HIV/AIDS treatment is predicted to cost approximately

$1123/patient-year, its cost-effectiveness ratio, the cost per unit of

clinical benefit, will be approximately the same.

It is important to note that this number is a preliminary esti-

mate, since it is not based on a detailed African model of HIV dis-

ease progression both with and without HAART. Moreover, it does

not incorporate the savings that HAART will permit in regard to

hospital stays and treatment for opportunistic infections, as has

been the experience in the United States, other wealthy countries,

and middle-tier developing countries such as Brazil.64,65 Nor does

this cost estimate include HAART's epidemiological benefits, which

have been shown to reduce overall disease incidence both by

reducing the HIV viral load and transmissibility of HIV-positive

individuals and by improving the efficacy of prevention programs

(see main text). Finally, this estimate does not consider the enor-

mous economic and social gains that will be achieved by saving the

lives of parents, and thereby reducing the number of children that

are orphaned by AIDS.

Given the societal-wide ramifications of AIDS discussed in the

text, and the ethical and practical considerations facing the donor

world, we believe that expenditures of approximately $1100 per

year of life saved should be fully acceptable to the international

community. We note, in addition, that such expenditure in Africa

would also be justified according to conventional criteria used in

the cost-effectiveness literature. According to theoretical studies,

and to the practice in the American public health literature, the

economic value of a life-year saved is commonly estimated to be 2

to 3 times the average annual US income, and sometimes higher.66

On this basis, medical interventions that save a life-year at a cost

of 2 to 3 times the average income (ie, an intervention cost of

$70,000 to $105,000, given the average US income of $35,000) are

often deemed to be acceptable investments in American public

health. Recent studies show that HAART in the United States has a

cost-effectiveness ratio of about $15,000 per year of life saved, and

thus provides excellent value on the cost-effectiveness spectrum.24

Given the lower treatment costs in Africa, HAART in Africa is likely

to be about 15 times more cost-effective than HAART in the United

States, and 50 or more times as cost-effective as many other rou-

tinely accepted medical therapies in the United States.

In the African context, where average annual income is around

$500 per year, and even higher for AIDS patients at the prime of

their working lives, a medical intervention of $1100 per life-year

saved would also fall within the conventional bounds of 2 to 3

times the average annual income. This is even more clearly the case

in countries with higher per capita incomes. Finally, this type of

intervention will be even more cost-effective when one considers

the decrease in the spread of HIV infection and other social savings

that could be achieved by treating large numbers of patients.

Conclusions

We have outlined the likely cost and cost-effectiveness implications

of a major effort to bring AIDS treatment to sub-Saharan African

countries. In order to provide treatment for 1 million HIV-infected

individuals, we estimate costs of about $1.1 billion annually. This

cost may be trebled, to about $3.3 billion, within 5 years in order to

treat 3 million people with AIDS. The cost of a global program that

includes not only Africa but also the low-income and/or high-preva-

lence countries in other parts of the world would add approximate-

ly 25% to this cost, bringing the total donor needs to around $1.4

billion annually during the first 3 years, and around $4.2 billion

annually by the fifth year. While the cost of these therapies remains

far beyond the reach of African and other poor countries, the mod-

est overall costs to high-income countries with large-scale treat-

ment and prevention programs, and their potential contribution to

prevention of future HIV transmission, should be persuasive to the

international community. It is increasingly clear that immediate,

widespread AIDS treatment will be an extremely sound global

investment in the economic, social, and political well-being of the

world's resource-poor countries, those that have been hardest hit

by the scourge of AIDS.
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